I have always subscribed to the idea that one need not take responsibility for any New Year's resolution until after Labor Day. That gives one absolution for the spring and summer, leaving only the time from Labor Day to Thanksgiving where you have to act on your resolutions. These are my rules and they serve me well. I do find every year when the Christmas holidays are over, before the irritating holidays of Valentine's Day, Administrative Professionals' Day, and Secretaries' Day are upon us, that it is time for some reflection. Thinking about what occurred in the previous year and what might occur in the upcoming year is an exercise in New Year purification. Occasionally I will resolve to do something about these reflections.
I make two lists of things that are currently going on in my life. One list could be categorized as the ''loves of my life,'' and this list encompasses a wide variety of people, places, and things. I try to be as inclusive as possible, including the very obvious people who are critical to my well-being, but also adding the seemingly minor things and places that add delight to my life. The second list includes the ''loaths of my life.'' This mutates throughout time as new irritants enter my life and old ones disappear.
It may seem easy to enumerate the loves of your life but if you truly make a list you will be surprised how extensive it is. You may also realize, as I have, how you neglect certain vital and important entries on the list. You also are probably subtly aware of the ''loaths'' of your life but have never tortured yourself by enumerating them. This list may also be bigger than you think. By recognizing and identifying the things in your life that provoke and irritate you, changes can be made for the better. In some cases that merely requires ''serious ignorement.'' * The making of two lists is an exercise you can do at times of the day when your brain is in neutral. This may occur as you are driving to and from work, riding an elevator, or listening to someone chunter on about an uninteresting topic. I will share with you my * Bosler, Tate: Grandson's term to describe serious aggravation with me.
lists, which are of course not fully inclusive and are continually evolving.
The great loves of my life are mostly people:
• Judy, my children and their spouses, my grandchildren, an extended family of close friends. • My AOFAS colleagues, physician friends, the Data Trace staff, my nurses, and office staff.
Some are activities:
• Fly fishing, manuscript editing, cross-country skiing, bicycling, welding, painting Some give repetitive but fleeting moments of pleasure:
• A 55 T-Bird, Bombay Sapphire and Knob Creek, artists Klee, Klimit, and Mucha, Bel Canto.
The list of loathsome people, places, and things is fortunately not as long as the other. It includes:
• Unctuous, self-righteous politicians; whining authors; discourteous drivers; pretentious and haughty physicians; overpaid medical plan CEOs • Rap music, McDonald's coffee, restaurants named ''mothers'' or restaurants with pictures of food in their window, SUVs, paintings by Kline, haphazardly rolled toothpaste tubes, entropy, and thinking of topics for this column.
After I have completed my lists, I realize that the most important positive and negative aspects of each list are related to people. I think that after you make your two lists and look at them, you can resolve to give more attention to some entries and consciously ignore others. After you decide the priority of the entries, you can resolve to focus your energies toward those significant individuals at the top the list. Next year I resolve to give mine more of my physical presence, support, encouragement, validation, and overt appreciation for the delight they provide me.
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